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Cill da Bhidhe  
The Kildavie Story 

A Gem in a Jewel Box of History 
 

 
Kildavie on an early spring morning with the sun rising and evaporating the dew 

 
Discovery and Stimulus to Learn 

 
In April 2004, three people from Croig in the North-West of the Isle of Mull slogged 
through wet ground along the banks of the river Cill da Bhidhe (Kildavie) to the 
magical ruined township of Kildavie. They felt drawn by the ruins set in a clearing of 
Langamull Woodland, trying to imagine how the people of long ago had lived and 
worked there. These three were Kevin Luscombe and Suzanne and Bill Patterson 
later to form Comhlan Croag – The Croig Group. 
 
Kevin, a builder to trade, Bill a retired doctor and Suzanne a cellist who graduated in 
Fine Arts and Archaeology at University of Edinburgh were to spend many hours 
seeking answers to the archaeology of Kildavie and the surrounding land.  
 
Kevin’s ability to see stones not placed by nature combined with Bill and Suzanne’s 
long held enthusiasm for archaeology were to bring about investigation revealing a 
history extending from Mesolithic through Neolithic, Bronze Age and Iron Age and 
Mediaeval to the clearances of 18th and 19th centuries. All of this existed within 2 
Kilometres of Kildavie.  
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Where is Kildavie? 

 

 
 

The ruined township lies in N-W Mull on the Langamull section of NW Mull 
Community Woodland Company land. Access is from the Dervaig to Calgary road. 
The entrance and car park, approximately 4 miles from Dervaig is well signposted on 
the right side of the road. Cars should be parked here and the forestry track divides 
about 100 yards from the car park. The shorter route is to the right leading close to 
the end of the logging road where sign posts indicate Kildavie to the left. The 
township layout can be clearly seen from the logging road. The path named after Roy 
Douglass leads down to Kildavie itself.  
 
From the car park, taking the right hand fork leads towards the North, ending above 
Kildavie. Taking the left fork, reaching the Langamull farm gate, to the right is the 
gateway to Kildavie. This track leads to the township by a longer route but the 
entrance to Kildavie is less steep. 
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Archaeologist Advice and Support 
 

Professor Steven Mithen and Dr Karen Wicks of Reading University, were excavating 
at nearby Croig farm and at Creit Dubh. They came to Kildavie and enthused about 
Comhlan Croag’s project.  
 
Dr Alison Sheridan of National Museums of Scotland similarly encouraged the group 
when visiting to give a lecture to an MH&AS and Mull Museum joint meeting. She 
asked a pottery expert to review some pottery fragments already found superficially 
at the township. 
 
In 2007, an Archaeology team from the Royal Commission on Ancient and Historic 
Monuments of Scotland’s (RCAHMS) forming the 5 year programme of Scotland’s 
Rural Past (SRP) included Kildavie in two of the three ruins survey courses on Mull. 
SRP was led by the ever enthusiastic Tertia Barnett and included Ishbel MacKinnon, 
Brian Wilkinson, Danny Dutton and Kirsty MacDonald. 
 

 
Kildavie ruins hidden in vegetation before we started clearing  

 
Finally, the Kildavie project was included in Archaeology Scotland’s Adopt-a-
Monument scheme. Phil Richardson and Biddy Simpson from Archaeology Scotland 
led the group through the planning and test trenching for potential excavations in 
the future.  
 
Phil arranged with Ian Hill and his colleagues from HARP – Heritage Archaeological 
Research Practice – to help with explorations and they undertook two test trenches 
with the group. 
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Working with Archaeology Scotland at Kildavie 

 
The volunteers will forever be grateful for the education, enthusiasm and time given 
to the Kildavie project. The Comhlan Croag trio attended a variety of courses run by 
the Archaeologists. Several of the volunteers also became deeply involved as a result 
of the survey courses. The Trio gave presentations to four Annual Conferences and 
to a number of local bodies including schools and SWRI groups.  

 
Dervaig and Ulva Ferry Schools visit to Kildavie
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Creation of Mull Archaeology Interest Group 
 

This digression in the Kildavie Story explains how so many people became interested 
in and actively worked on studying and revealing Kildavie and its people’s past. 
 
With all of this work involving Kildavie, Bill began to wonder what else was 
happening with archaeology on the Isle of Mull. He discussed this with Tertia Barnett 
who encouraged exploration and development of a system of information. 
 
Bill was much involved with Mull Historical and Archaeological Society (MH&AS) and 
with Mull Museum. Emailing the members of these organisations, he initiated the 
Mull Archaeology Interest Group, very quickly attracting 120 members. They 
included advising Archaeologists from the mainland and relatives from families 
whose distant forebears hailed from Kildavie and Aird and emigrated in the 18th and 
19th centuries to Australia and New Zealand.  
 
Further members joined the group when Kevin, Bill and Suzanne gave presentations 
on archaeology at Kildavie and surrounding area, and by featuring Kildavie on the 
MH&AS stand at Salen Agricultural Show. 
 
Bill and Michelle Cowe, then Secretary of NW Mull Community Woodland Company 
ran a surveying course (cascaded from the Scotland’s Rural Past courses and with the 
help of Ishbel MacKinnon of SRP). This course on surveying by plane table was run at 
Antuim farm, close to Dervaig. The attendees came from the Woodland Company, 
MH&AS and Mull Museum memberships. On the following weekend, what had been 
learned was put into practice, surveying most of the Kildavie ruins. All of those taking 
part joined the Interest Group. 
 
Of the MAIG membership, 15 to 20 Mull people became the backbone of volunteers 
to work on the township ruins under the overall supervision of the archaeologists. 
 
Bill created and ran the first 23 issues of Mull Archaeology Matters, the MAIG 
newsletter spreading information to all the members via the internet. In 2014, 
retired archaeologist Peter Leach then took on the task, continuing to be based at 
MH&AS although covering all involved and interested in the Archaeology of Mull. 
 
Issue 26 of MAM, issued in December 2014 contains full details of the September 
dig, written by archaeologist Ian Hill of HARP, who planned and led the excavation.  
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Archiving 
 

Bill and Suzanne, stimulated by the writings of the late Roy Douglass, courtesy of 
Meg Douglass, undertook extensive archiving.  
This work included document searching:- 

1. Mull Museum archives, aided by Chairman Olive Brown and archivist Jean 
Whittaker 

2. Argyll & Bute Council archives in Lochgilphead 
3. National Archives of Scotland  
4. The National Library of Scotland, including its map section in Edinburgh.  
5. Aerial Photographs of 1946 and 1972 from the Royal Commission on Ancient 

and Historic Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS) at John Sinclair House in 
Edinburgh 

6. Discussions and archiving at RCAHMS with members of Scotland’s Rural Past 
(SRP) project 

7. Discussions with Dr Alison Sheridan at the National Museums of Scotland in 
Edinburgh also added to the mass of information gathering.  

8. Further information was accumulated locally from Christine Leach’s archive 
at Brolas and Ian Phillips’ Mull Genealogy programme based in Tobermory.  

9. Personal Genealogy information was gleaned from Melda Brunette of New 
Zealand and Maida Baldwin from Brisbane in Australia.  

10. Meg Douglass, now living in Aros provided a large selection of papers and 
photographs as well as a quantity of information during many conversations. 
She and Roy had learned so much with their interest in how people lived in 
the past in course of their searches for ruins at Kildavie and many other sites 
on Mull. 

11. Further information from Melda Brunette in New Zealand. Her McLucas 
relatives married into a Calliach family and subsequently went to Iniveagh 
before emigrating to Australia in 1839/40 from Tobermory.  

12. Maida Baldwin of Brisbane also has details of her ancestors emigrating from 
Aird (part of modern day Croig) to Australia. 
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Meg Douglass and Bill Patterson at Kildavie
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Archaeology at Kildavie 
 

The Township site and survival of ruins 
 
Kildavie sits on a plateau originally in a sizable area of cultivated land on Langamull 
which was part of the Torloisk estate in NW Mull, midway between the village of 
Dervaig and Calgary Bay. It looks out North-West to the seaway between the islands 
of Rum, Muck, Eigg and the Cuillin Mountains of Skye northwards and Coll and Tiree 
southwards. The township is set at the end of a glen lying SE to NW along which runs 
the Cill da Bhidhe (Kildavie) river with hills rising on either side. A fresh water spring 
south of the village runs permanently (albeit slowly in periods of dry weather) into 
the river and would have provided fresh water for the inhabitants.  
 

 
Kildavie from the logging road to the East 

 
The nearest group of ruins to Kildavie are those of Aird township on Croig farm, 2/3 
mile to the North. In the distance on this photograph, the line of dark buildings to 
the north consists of Bill and Suzanne Patterson’s house, sheds and observatory. Aird 
township is 300 yards to the right of that. In the centre middle distance is the 
southern end of woodland which remains un-cut. The lush green grass of Kildavie 
demonstrates how the area must have been fertile for the extensive agriculture still 
being worked some 300 years ago.  
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Aerial Photography 
 
After the 1939-45 war, the expertise of war time pilots and photographers was put 
to good use in taking aerial pictures of the whole country. Below is an RCAHMS aerial 
photograph of the township taken in 1946. The quality of these black and white 
pictures is astounding. The following picture is a magnified part of the original 
photograph demonstrating the plough and rig marks from years of pre-improvement 
agriculture. (Pre-improvement evidenced by the buildings not being arranged in neat 
order of rows).  
 

 
Kildavie 1946 aerial showing extensive plough and rig marks 
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Kildavie in close up showing arrangement of ruins - Courtesy of RCAHMS 

 
The whole site was planted by the Forestry Commission in 1965, taking no notice of 
the ruins as can be seen from the 1972 aerial photograph. The original plough and rig 
marks have been obliterated and trees planted close to walls of ruins. 
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Courtesy of RCAHMS 

This aerial shows how all plough and rig marks were annihilated by the machine 
dug furrows and rows of planted trees of the late 1960’s. Note how the trees were 
planted close to and even in some of the ruins. 
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A photograph taken by the Late Donald MacLean of Langamull in 1980 shows the 
trenching and planting of trees all over the site:- 

 
Donald MacLean’s photograph (Courtesy of Catherine Evans) 

 
In the late 1980’s, forester Roy Douglass sought a change of heart in the Forestry 
Commission to save the ruins from destruction. The Commission agreed to clearance 
of the site but with a view to making it useful for deer shooting rather than 
conservation of the ruins! However, finances ran out and the clearance was 
abandoned with over 20 untrimmed cut trees strewn across the ruins. Roy Douglass 
pushed the Commission to allow 5 days work to clear and open up Kildavie. Full 
logging and clearance was undertaken in 1988. (This information was all contained in 
a letter from Roy to Christine Leach). Below is a photograph taken by Roy of the logs 
being burned on site. The forester with the Labrador dogs is the late Donny 
Paterson. 
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Courtesy of Mrs Meg Douglass 

 
If this clearance of trees had not been carried out, the ruins would have been 
completely destroyed. As it was, the roots had already undermined some of the 
walls. This was particularly true of the large ruin running parallel to the Cill da Bhidhe 
River which flows along the SE side of the township. 
 

  
Volunteer Cath Mayo looking at the tree root damage on structure 12 

 
Until 2012, the trees around the township continued to grow to maturity. The track 
from Langamull farm gate to Kildavie was magical, with only the sound of birds and 
the occasional deer leading up the track between its walls of pines to the clearing. 
On a fresh Spring morning with the dew evaporating and creating a mistiness rising 
from the grass, the mystique of the past was palpable.  
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The woodland was felled in 2012-14 and great care taken not to damage the 
structures. Even with the trees removed, the ruins still generate a feeling of mystery 
and wonder about the people of the past and how they lived and worked there.  
 
It was as if the ghosts of the past were reaching out to the group to probe and 
understand what it was like to live there in the perhaps hundreds of years leading to 
1785 when the last people were documented as being there (see the Archiving 
chapter).  
 

History of Kildavie and the Surrounding Land 
 

Archives and reports from individuals have revealed many details of the township’s 
history and what life was like there. Perhaps it is better to see where Kildavie sits in 
relation to human habitation and activity from ancient times to the present day. This 
also indicates why so many Archaeologists have become so interested in the 
township.  
 
Within 2 Km of Kildavie there is a huge range of structures and ages of human 
presence. This extends from the Mesolithic (9,000+ years ago), to the pre-clearances 
era of 300 years ago. 
 

1. Mesolithic 
Professor Stephen Mithen and Dr Karen Wicks’ excavations at Creit Dubh (completed 
in 2014) revealed materials over 9,000 years old. This site was in a garden north-east 
of Kildavie and not available to visit but also with nothing now visible to see. 
Amongst other materials, the family had been picking up flints including arrow heads 
(amounting to two bucketfuls) from their garden over many years. Carbon dating of 
plant materials including hazelnut shells revealed the true age of habitation there. 

2. Neolithic 
There is a solitary standing stone at Sunipol, south-west of Kildavie, beyond 
Langamull bay. This can be seen from the seaward land on Croig. 

3. Bronze Age 
There are two cisted cairns to the north-west, on Croig farm, marked on OS maps. 
One of these has a very well defined burial cist with its cap stone beside it.  
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In addition, there are more, unlisted cairns on Croig farm, north of Fank Cottage and 
Aonach Cottage.  
Professor Mithen and Dr Wicks found a Bronze Age bracelet when excavating in the 
collapsed Croig cave on the rocky cliff bordering the north side of Langamull Bay. 

4. Iron Age 
There are at least five Iron Age Duns within close reach of Kildavie. These include the 
island stronghold of Dun nan Gobhar in the sea off Croig harbour. Dun Guaire stands 
on Croig close to the harbour opposite Dun nan Gobhar. Dun Dubh is inland of Croig 
and Dun nan Gall rises above Penmore House on the Croig road. Dun Mhadaidh is 
south west of Kildavie on private farm land, a dun with surrounding ditch and 
ramparts. 

5. Mediaeval to 18th CenturyAD 
There are many ruins of varying age which have never been excavated. These include 
Aird (part of Croig), Penmore, evidence around Leacann on Croig and Kildavie itself. 
 

So why should Kildavie be investigated? 
 
Kildavie may provide a link between Iron Age, through Mediaeval to the clearances. 
Roy Douglass’s look into the past combined with archiving as described previously 
suggests the possibility of some form of occupation as early as the 7th Century AD.  
In a report given by Roy to the Forest Ranger in preparation for a visit by the Mull 
Historical Society on 7th September 1990, Roy detailed his findings as to the possible 
past history of the township.  
 
 
 
 

Written evidence as to the past history of Kildavie 
 

1. This included a report by Professor W F H Nicolaisen of Edinburgh University. 
He compiled “Scottish Place Names” over a 20 year period and published it in 
1976. It was reprinted in 1986. He gave good reason for Kil names in the 
northern half of Scotland “not likely to be much younger than A.D. 800.” He 
said that Cill was the second oldest place name in the Gaelic language. He 
dates Kil names to 6th to 8th but especially 6th to 7th centuries. Kil names 
ceased to be created when Gaelic speakers moved to Pictish territory beyond 
the Argyll beachhead and before Norsemen faced each other in Caithness, 
both of which events happened in the 9th Century A.D. The site would 
therefore be at least 1200 years old. He queried whether excavation would 
perhaps even show occupation prior to the Gaels. 

 
2. Origines Parochiales Scotiae in the Antiquities Ecclesiastical and Territorial of 

the Parishes of Scotland Vol.11 p.304-326 states “There appears to have been 
churches or chapels at Kilmaluag near Treshnish point, and Kilchrist and 
Kildavie in the north of the parish, at Kilmorie in the east and at Kilbrennan 
and Kilchrinnan in the south.” 
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3. Origines goes on to say that in 1343 David 11 granted to his kinsman Angus, 
son of John of the Isles, the two Unciate of land in Mull which were called 
Morynis. The history progresses, mentioning 

a. In 1390 Calowgary (Calgary), Aeneangbage (?), and Bedich (Beach) 
b. In 1496 Callogary (Calgary), Enyvay (Ensay), Calzach (Caliach), Lag, 

Soneboil (Sunipol), Gilzacrest (Kilcroisd), Penymore (Penmore) and 
Arderenis (?) in Morenis 

c. In 1510, Origines mentions Chorsboil (Crossapol), Knoighow (Croig), 
Ordeskin (Dun Aisgin), Regdill (Reudle), Thorlosk (Torloisk), Kilmichael 
(Lord Ullin’s daughter’s graveyard), Corchamore (Corkamull) and 
Oskemore (Oskamull). 

d. In 1542, further name additions included Tostane (Tostarie), Burgbeg, 
Burgmore, Crossopollie (Crossapol), Langavill (Langamull), Drumgiga 
and Kladawie the first mention of Kildavie. 

 
4. Isle of Mull Place Names, Meanings and Stories by Charles Maclean 

addresses the question as to what the name Cill da Bhidhe might mean. 
a. MacKinlay p.115 – Col. White observes “in the name Kildavie which is 

found attached to a group of farms a little north of S.Coivins we may 
perhaps trace a dedication to an ancient Irish Ecclesiastic Davius – if 
not, one is inclined to conclude that this Kildavie like Kildavie in Mull, 
recalls the Irish rather than the Welsh saint.” 

b. Watson p.273 – A saint named Da-Bhi, “Thy Bhi” is commemorated in 
“Cill Da-Bhi” in Mull, Kildawy 1630 (RMS) and in Kintyre, Kildavie 1545 
1b. 

 Another Cill Da-Bhi is in Flodigarry, Skye. Cladh Da-Bhi “Thy-Bhi’s 
 Graveyard” is at Morenish on Loch Tay and Cill Da-Bhi with a 
 cemetery was near Stix (na Stuiceannan) at Taymouth. The name is a 
 variant of Mo-Bhi or of Mo-Bhiu.  
 Two saints of the former name are among the twelve apostles of 
 Ireland, Mho-Bhi Mac Natfraich and Mo-Bhi Mac Beoain styled 
 Clarenach, flat faced, otherwise called Berchan Oct. 12(Oengus, 
 Gorman, etc) who died A.D.545 (AU). Mo-Bhiu was Abbot of Inis 
 Cursaid. It is just possible that in the Scottish Commandments, Da-Bhi 
 or Do-Bhi is a short form of Berach Fobis Abbot of Cluain Coirpthi. 
c. Joyce p.147 note. The syllable mo (my) and do or da (thy) were often 

prefixed in the names of Irish Saints as terms of endearment or 
reverence. 

d. McBain p.346. Another saint with “do” has put him (Dr Gillies) wrong; 
this is in Kildavie which he renders as St. David’s. It is really dedicated 
to Do-bhi whom he knows as Mo-Bhi. 

e. Dictionary of National Biography. St Bee (also called Beg, Begga, 
Begagh) was an Irish virgin of royal birth. To avoid being given in 
marriage against her will, she fled to Scotland where she received the 
veil at the hands of Aidan, and afterwards became the first abbess of 
nuns in England in the reign of King Oswald. Her chief foundation 
however (circa656) was in kingdom of Strathclyde (St. Bees), Her 
festival is 31st October and she died in 660 A.D.  
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 The Church or Cell of St. Bee therefore seems to be a reasonable meaning for 
 Kildavie – c.f. also St.Bees of Cumberland. 
 

Maps 
 

1590 - Timothy Pont surveyed Mull  
1654 - Jean Blaeu the cartographer compiled a map from Pont’s survey in “Atlas 
Nuvus”. This was reprinted in 1662 
Kildauie shows here for the first time on a map. 
1790 - Hand drawn and painted Estate Map housed in the National Archives of 
Scotland in Edinburgh shows Kildavie and the surrounding land with much arable 
pasture as well as a tidy (but inaccurate) arrangement of buildings. 
1801 - George Langlands (Surveyor to the Duke of Argyll - then the landowner) map  
shows Kildavie. 
1872 - First Ordnance Survey by Royal Engineers (6 inches to the mile) included Cill 
da Bhidhe. The surveyors kept name books asking for information from three 
“witnesses” – “local men of accepted position and recognised knowledge” – to 
obtain meanings and spellings. According to Roy Douglass the name Cill means 
“church” and da Bhidhe “life” – i.e. nothing to do with the name David. 
 

Old Parish Records 
 
O.P.Rs. going back only to 1765 provided details of marriages and baptisms but not 
deaths of those living in the settlement. More baptisms may not have been recorded 
if the families did not pay the appropriate fee. The available records show the 
development of families and some details about work of individuals. They also reveal 
how affluent or otherwise the people were. 
 
These records include:- 
 

1. 1767 21st April – first entry – Archibald McNiel and Mary Ghoill in Kildavee 
had their lawful twins Mary and Ann baptised. 

2. In 1769, Lachlan Black and Mary Rankin at Gometra had their natural son 
Neil baptised at Ormaig on Ulva. Then, on 11th July 1771, Lachlan “made 
an honest woman” of Mary by marrying her in Langamull. In 1772 they 
had their lawful son baptised at Fracadail. By 1777 and 1781 they were in 
Kildavee. 

3. 1773 1st September – Niel McLean in Kildavee and Ann McLean had 
lawful daughter Ann baptised 

4. 1774 17th July – as above had their lawful son Lachlan baptised 
5. 1775 2nd September – Archibald McLean and Janet Livingston in Kildavee 

had lawful son Archy baptised 
6. 1777 24th February – Malcolm McLucais in Kildavee and Mairon McLean 

had their natural (Illegitimate) daughter Mairon baptised 
7. 1777 1st October – Lachlan Black and Mary Rankin in Kildavee had their 

lawful son Donald baptised 
8. 1781 15th December – Lachlan McLean and Mary McIlphadrey in Kildavee 

had their lawful son Allan baptised 
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9. 1785 28th January – Jo McCanal and Mary Fletcher in Kildavee were 
married 

10. 1785 December – Jo and Mary had their first child baptised – This was the 
last Old Parish Record recording of Kildavie 

11. 1787 October – John and Mary had their second child Neil in Aren (Arine)  
12. 1789 December – John (deceased) and Mary had another daughter Mary 

also in Aren (Arine)  
 
Further details from Melda Brunette and Maida Baldwin and others will be expanded 
upon in the next edition of the story. 
 
The last recorded marriage at Kildavie was in January 1785 of Jo McCanal and Mary 
Fletcher and the last baptism was of their first child in December 1785. This family 
moved to Arin (on land above Calgary Bay). There are no subsequent records of 
events at Kildavie. 
 
Contacts with families abroad have shown the family of eight, distant relatives of 
Maida Baldwin of Brisbane having moved to Australia, and the family of Melda 
Brunett to New Zealand. Casual contact with a tourist also confirmed his family 
having emigrated to Canada from Kildavie.  
  

Why the Exodus from Kildavie? 
 
The apparent abandonment of Kildavie after 1785 could have been for a number of 
reasons. The information from New Zealand and Australia does not include the 
reasons for leaving. 
 

1. There were epidemics of infectious disease, including Smallpox. Maybe those 
who survived did so by leaving the area. 

 
2. 1785 was somewhat earlier than is to be expected of The Clearances. 

However, that does not exclude the possibility of the landlord being ahead of 
the time for clearing humans out in favour of sheep. 

 
3. Dr Karen Wicks of Reading University has a particular interest in crops and 

weather of the past. She noted that there was a particularly cold period in 
the ten or more years up to 1785. Perhaps the all important crops failed, 
making a living impossible. 

 
4. Any one of these possibilities may have coincided with information from 

earlier emigrants of the spacious availability of land in other countries.  
 
We do know that some went to Canada and others to Australia and New Zealand but 
some did also move to other places nearer to home.  
 
Tacksmen divided the share of land sections which could be changed from year to 
year (not much incentive to improve the ground of each plot). This must have 
created uncertainty and would discourage improving the ground which could be 
taken from the enthusiastic crofter having done so. 
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Crofters ran small farms, paying rent and often with obligations to pay the Landlord 
some of the produce and/or undertake some physical work for him. 
 
Cottars were poorest with very small patches of land for perhaps a cow and few 
sheep. They paid for the land in kind – working for or giving some of their meagre 
produce to the land owner. 
 
The aerial photographs taken in 1946 demonstrate plough and rig marks over a very 
large area round Kildavie – evidence of the concentration of agriculture as the most 
important activity for the people living there.  
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Excavation August - September 2014  
 

In September 2014, Ian Hill of HARP and 3 colleagues returned to Kildavie with 18 
students including 9 from USA. They worked with local volunteers on the first stage 
of full excavation of the site.  
 

 
Major excavation was undertaken on structures 4 and 12. Test pits were dug on the 
platform beside structure 8, the area between structures 7,8,10 and 11, across the 
enclosure wall of the lost structure 14 and a point near to the southern corner of 
structure 9 enclosure. 
 
Structure 9 enclosure pit: 
This revealed a corner of a previously unseen structure which will be explored in the 
next excavation in 2015. However, digging down outside this corner to a depth of 
over 1 metre, a small number of flint fragments were uncovered but further specialist analysis, 

and excavation, is required in future seasons to determine their nature and purpose. No such 
flint stone naturally occurs in this region of Mull.   
 
However, Professor Steven Mithen excavated at Creit Dubh, ¾ mile from Kildavie, in 
the garden of the late Billy Smith where he and his sons had found bucketfuls of 
flints knapped from material brought to the site, perhaps from Colonsay or 
elsewhere. The 2014 excavation at that site (within 2 Km of Kildavie) exposed 
evidence dating to over 9,000 years ago.  
 
Structure 14 enclosure wall: 
This test pit demonstrated the wall to be well constructed and broad with outer 
parallel stone walling in-filled with earth and rubble.  
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Platform beside Structure 8: 
This pit showed the platform to be made of bedrock against which the western wall 
of structure 8 had been built.  
 
The Pit between structures 7,8,10 & 11: 
This pit revealed nothing of significance.  
 
Structure 4: 
Excavation of this complex of two adjoining structures showed the intervening wall 
to be interlaced. In the larger, more southerly part of the ruins, further internal 
walling suggested a specific internal structure in the NE corner which would be 
further examined at the next excavation.  
This is the structure where previous test work had revealed pottery which was of 
rough quality dated at the NMS as possibly mediaeval but could be any time from 
1200 to 1700 AD.  
 
Structure 12: 
Excavation was undertaken in the most northern and most southern ends.  
The northern section walling was much less well formed and probably having been 
added or altered two or three times. Inside structure walls were also revealed in the 
north-eastern part of the northern end structure – the intention is to open up the 
south-western side of this compartment in 2015. 
Excavation at the southern end of the main structure 12 cleared the already visible 
internal wall surface and the internal wall lying across from west to east close to the 
doorway. 
Part excavation of the main body of 12 at its northern end revealed more internal 
structures which appeared to be rectangular in shape at each of the northernmost 
corners. 
Amongst other finds at structure 12 were an intact little bottle and the broken off 
piece  of a green glass bottle embossed with the date 1713 and the name “Tarbert.”  
 
Structure 13: 
This was partly excavated earlier and was appropriately placed by the river for it to 
be a horizontal mill. It has a good rubble stone floor and at the river end of the 
building is the circular pit appropriate for containing the spindle, rotating wheel and 
the grinding stones. Neither stone has been found although an unusual piece of two-
coloured blue glass was discovered in the pit. Dating at the NMS was put at between 
1700 and 1720 AD. 
 
Hillside to West of Kildavie: 
Having climbed up the hillside to the south to take photos of the whole area there is 
a small flat plateau. We had seen this in 2009 but it was then covered with moss and 
other vegetation. With recent logging, the moss died and revealed a circle of stones 
– Ian Hill confirmed that it was most likely the base of a round house – i.e. Iron Age. 
  
The excavated areas were carefully recorded, drawn and photographed. They were 
lined with material and in-filled for reopening in 2015 when work will be carried out 
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to a much deeper level. Also further opening work will be carried out particularly on 
structure 7 and on the newly discovered extra structure near ruin 9’s enclosure. 
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Future Work 
 

The last 10 years of work on site and elsewhere have been very fruitful. Further 
excavation may enhance the already considerable knowledge base. Questions to be 
answered include:- 
 

1. How long ago was Kildavie occupied? Did it really extend back to 7th or 8th 
centuries AD? 

2. Will there be any evidence of the Hunter Gatherers being on site, not 
necessarily dwelling there? 

3. Will the use of the buildings be clarified by the next, deeper excavations? 
4. Shall we find the “Cill” or chapel? 

 
Future work, as has already been stated, will take place in the Autumn of 2015. With 
the enthusiasm of those involved, work may go on well beyond 2015. If future work 
uncovers anything like as much as the 10 years from 2004 to 2014, the insight as to 
who lived and how they worked there should be fascinating for all. 
 
Bill Patterson 
December 2014  
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Annex I – Early maps including Kildavie 

 

 
 

1654 Blaeu Map of Timothy Pont’s 1590 Survey  
Courtesy of National Library of Scotland Digital Map Section 

 

 
 

Estate Map 
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Courtesy of National Archives of Scotland  
(Kildavie bottom left of centre – grey colouring) 

 
 
 

Annex II – Finds from test excavation 
 

 
Pot pieces from outside structure 4 

 
Pot pieces in situ outside structure 4 doorway 
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Pebble stone from wall of Structure 8 

 


